


The following 1d10 list of kobold-themed adventure hooks can be used to set up an exciting one shot, lead into a multi-ses-

sion adventure, or inspire an entire campaign. Whatever the reason is you find yourself rolling on this table, we hope that the 

ideas listed below help you unlock adventure and tell unforgettable stories!

d10 Adventure Hook
1. A kobold tribe accidentally opened up a portal to the Abyss while experimenting with potions they stole from an 

alchemy shop. This portal has caused the entire tribe to mutate into bloodthirsty, demon-kobold hybrids.

2. A band of kobolds has become filthy rich after conning a nearby village into purchasing handmade jewelry which 

would supposedly give them magical powers. The commoners are insisting upon a refund.

3. A kobold necromancer is grafting giant raven wings onto the backs of undead kobolds. These flying zombie kobolds 

are now swooping down into hamlets in the middle of the night to eat brains and steal jewelry.

4. A tribe of overly excited kobolds accidentally offered themselves up as sacrifices in a red dragon’s upcoming ritual. 

They’re now desperate for a band of adventurers to slay the dragon and get them out of this promise.

5. A young kobold, who is expected to become the leader of their tribe, is suffering from claustrophobia. They’d like to 

pay the adventurers to chase them through a nearby cave system to help them get over their fear.

6. While spying on a nearby kobold tribe, a gnome wizard got themselves captured. The local villagers are desperate to 

save them or, at the very least, keep the wizard’s tower and treasure out of the kobolds hands.

7. A mysterious kobold clad in armor made from black bark has been awakening shrubs all across the forest, trimming 

them to look like dragons, and unleashing them upon unsuspecting adventuring parties.

8. After being forced out of their last home, a kobold tribe moved into a city’s sewer system but accidentally backed 

them up. They’re working to fix this mistake as they’re desperate to keep their presence a secret.

9. A surge of wild magic caused a kobold sorcerer to grow to five times their normal size. They’re now stomping 

through the hills, devouring flocks of sheep, and hurling firebolts at anyone who gets too close.

10. A delusional kobold clad in scraps of plate armor believes they’re a knight destined to slay an ancient blue dragon 

named Thunder Bane. They’re currently trying to recruit allies to aid them in their quest.

Unlock Adventure
We’re constantly releasing new d10 tables for you to use in your upcoming sessions, so don’t miss out! Click here to access 

even more random tables themed around different and specific monsters.
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